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Lamont Review: 
 

Set in a futuristic world where many have already perished from climate catastrophe, this is a   
story of two sisters trying to find each other. 
 

Cee has been gone for three years. Her younger sister Kasey is a science genius, who needs to find 
out what happened to her. But can she? 
 

With Earth completely decimated by natural disasters, drastic steps need to be taken by Kasey to 
save what is left of the planet. 
 

With a deserted island setting and a mysteriously and gorgeous arrival, super bots, the ocean and 
so many unexpected twists, this is an epic thriller. 
 

What is real and was is not will keep you guessing right up until the last page. 
 

With questions regarding climate change, scientific advancement and humanity, and themes of 
family, trust and hope, with some sexual references, this novel is best suited to readers 15 and 
older. 
 

Reviewed by Rob 
 

Teacher Notes prepared by the publisher are available for this title on our website. 

Blurb: 

A clever, thrilling YA about two sisters searching for each other and for truth, against a backdrop of 
environmental disaster. 

Two sisters. An unputdownable story. 

Cee woke up on the shores of an abandoned island three years ago with no idea how she got there. 
Now eighteen, she lives in a shack with an ageing android, and a single memory - she has a sister, 
and she has to escape to find her. 

From the safety of the eco-city floating above Earth, now decimated by natural disasters,                              
sixteen-year-old Kasey mourns Cee whom she's sure is dead. She too wants to escape - the eco-city is 
meant to be a sanctuary for people who want to save the planet, but its inhabitants are willing to do         
anything for refuge, even lie. Is Kasey ready to use technology to help Earth, even though it failed her 
sister? 

Cee and Kasey think that what they know about each other and their world is true. Both are wrong.  
If you loved We Were Liars or Black Mirror, you'll love The Ones We're Meant to Find, a clever,      
inspirational thriller.  
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